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If: there is a relation between <T1> and <T2>, in which <T1> is the 
satellite and <T2> is the nucleus
Then: rhetorical relations between <T1 T2> and its left-adjacent span <T> 
are either the relations that hold between <T> and <T2>, or the relations 
that are signalled by the unused cue phrases in <T1>.

rhet_rels(<T>,<T1 T2| SN>) 
 (rhet_rels signalled by 
unused cue phrases  in <T1>) 
 rhet_rels(<T>,<T2>)
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72.370.474.675.973.877.590.6

52.765.672.769.082.488.398.7F-score

52.565.372.468.982.388.198.8Recall

53.065.973.069.282.688.498.7Precision
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